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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:39--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:22--------------------------------------------Welcome to “Grant Applications   101: A Plain English Guide to ETA  Competitive Grants.”



Purpose and Introduction

 This guide was designed to:
• Provide you with information about the ETA grant application and  

evaluation process; and
• Assist your understanding of responsive applications for ETA grant  

funding.
 Companion tools are available at

https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resou 
rces/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-
Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants

• Web-based Resources for applying for ETA competitive grants
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:40--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:24--------------------------------------------Purpose and IntroductionThis guide was developed to provide you with information about the process for applying for ETA competitive grants, and to offer you tips on developing grant applications.  It is geared in particular to organizations that may be “new” to the process of applying for ETA competitive grants, and offers an introductory-level overview of the grant application process.  The guide is not intended to provide detailed information about applying for grants under specific Solicitations for Grant Applications, or SGAs.  If you are interested in learning more about the requirements of a particular grant competition, you should consult the relevant SGA, and also take advantage of any related learning opportunities offered by ETA, such as virtual conferences for prospective applicants. The guide is one of several tools that ETA has developed for prospective applicants.  Other tools include an annotated sample ETA Solicitation for Grant Applications, and a list of Web resources for grant applicants.  You can download the annotated SGA from this guide by clicking on the paper clip icon in the navigation bar below.  You can also access all of these tools on ETA’s grant application toolkit Web site at http://www.workforce3one.org/page/grants_toolkit. We’ll go over these tools in more detail toward the end of the guide.

https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resources/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants


Guide Learning Objectives

 Understand ETA’s mission and grant-funding activities;
 Locate open competitions for grant funding;
 Understand ETA’s grant application solicitation and  

evaluation processes;
 Understand the process for responding to an ETA FOA;
 Understand key elements of comprehensive, responsive,

and potentially competitive applications for grant funding;
and

 Locate additional resources that may be helpful in the
grant application development process.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:40--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:25--------------------------------------------Guide Learning ObjectivesAfter completing this guide, you will  be able to:Understand ETA’s mission and  grant-making activities; Locate open  competitions for grant funding;Understand ETA’s grant application  solicitation and evaluation  processes; Understand the  process for responding to an  ETA SGA;Understand key elements of  comprehensive, responsive, and potentially  competitive applications for grant  funding; and Locate additional  resources that may be helpful in  the grant application  development process.



Guide Overview: The Grant  
Application Process

1
Understand ETAgrant-making

2
Find open grant opportunities

3
Understand the FOA

4
Understand evaluation of applications

5
Outline and plan for development

6
Develop your application

7
Finalize and submit your application
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:41--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:30--------------------------------------------Guide OverviewThe guide covers information about  the various stages of the grant  application process, as noted on  this slide. Though we’ll talk  about each of these stages, we’ll  focus most on the actual  development of your application.



Become Familiar with ETA Grant-Making
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 ETA oversees workforce development programs and  
services throughout the country.

 ETA funding is distributed either by formula, or by open  
competitions for grants.

 Competitive grants are typically awarded to  
organizations to create or expand innovative workforce  
development programs for workers and employers.

ETA’s Mission
ETA MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Employment and Training Administration is to contribute to the more efficient functioning of the U.S. labor market by
providing high quality job training, employment, labor market information, and income maintenance services primarily through state and
local workforce development systems.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:41--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:31--------------------------------------------Become Familiar with ETA  Grant-MakingAs you prepare to apply for ETA  competitive grant funding, it’s important to  first understand the Employment  and Training Administration’s  mission and its grant-making  activities and priorities.ETA, an agency within the U.S.  Department of Labor, is charged with  overseeing the nation’s  workforce development  programs and services, such as  job training programs, labor  market information services, and  other employment-related  services. ETA awards a portion  of its funding by formula, usually  to states. It also awards funding  through open grant competitions.  Competitive grants are typically  awarded to organizations to  create or expand promising  programs for workers and  employers. Competitive  grantees may include community  organizations, faith-based  organizations, and others,  depending upon the  requirements of the particular  competition.



Find Open Grant Competition  
Opportunities
 Grant competitions are formally announced through  

formal Funding Opportunity Announcements, or FOAs.
 FOAs are published:

• In the Federal Register: 
https://www.federalregister.gov/

• On the Grants.gov Web site: 
http://grants.gov/

• On ETA’s Grants and Contracts Web site: 
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/grants/apply/fin
d-opportunities

 Sign up to receive email alerts about new FOAs on
the home pages of these Web sites.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:42--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:32--------------------------------------------Find Open Grant Competition  OpportunitiesETA announces grant competitions  through Solicitations for Grant  Applications, or SGAs. You can  find SGAs online in a number of  places, including the Federal  Register, the Grants.gov Web  site, and ETA’s Grants and  Contracts site. On each of these  Web sites, you can sign up for  email alerts to be notified of  newly-published SGAs.As you no doubt can imagine,  preparing a grant application can be a  time-consuming process,  especially when you have to  balance writing your application  with the demands of your  day-to-day operations. Because  of this, it’s a good idea to  implement an ongoing,  year-round planning, research,  and data-gathering approach to  better position you to apply for  funding when SGAs are  published. Organizations that  have been successful in  receiving ETA grants often note  that if they keep up-to-date  around certain workforce  development issues, target  populations, and data in a  consistent and ongoing way, it  makes it easier for them to  determine which grant  competitions are appropriate for  them to pursue and to then  convene their partners to  develop their applications. This  advice might help you target  funding opportunities that are the  best fit for your organization, and  facilitate the process of  developing your application while  also maintaining your regular  operations and activities.

https://www.federalregister.gov/
http://grants.gov/
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/grants/apply/find-opportunities


Understand the FOA: Introduction
 Step 1: Read the FOA thoroughly and become familiar with all of its  

contents and requirements!
• The FOA provides you with the framework for your grant  

application.
• Applications that don’t meet all requirements may be deemed  

“non-responsive” and may not be reviewed or considered for  
funding.

 A Web-Based Toolkit for Prospective Applicants
• Review the tool to better understand FOAs and how to respond  

to them.
• Available at:

https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/  
resources/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-

_A_Web-Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:42--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:33--------------------------------------------Understand the SGA: IntroductionYour most important step in beginning the grant application process is reading the SGA thoroughly and ensuring that you understand all of its requirements.  Throughout the application development process, the SGA will be your most important tool, as it describes all of the requirements for projects to be funded, and also offers the structure you should use for your application.  If you don’t follow the application structure outlined in the SGA, or if you don’t meet all of the SGA requirements in your application, your application could be marked “non-responsive.”  Non-responsive applications may not be reviewed or considered for funding. Please note that this guide focuses on some of the key components of an SGA.  For more detail on all aspects of an SGA, as well as comprehensive guidance on how to respond to an SGA, please view the Annotated Sample SGA Tool, available for download from this guide player, and also available on ETA’s grant application toolkit Web site at http://www.workforce3one.org/page/grants_toolkit. Next, we’ll walk through some critical  components of the SGA that you  should review early on in order  to determine your ability to apply  for grant funding.

https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resources/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants
https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resources/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants


Understand the FOA: Critical  
Questions for Your Initial Review

 Application submission process, methods, and  
closing date and time:
• Do you have time to respond before the closing date?

 Background on the funding effort and types of  
projects to be funded:
• Are these the types of projects that your organization is  

in a position to support?
 Organizations eligible to apply for funding:

• Is your organization among those eligible to apply for  
grant funding?
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:42--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:33--------------------------------------------Understand the SGA: Critical  Questions for Your Initial ReviewThough all areas of the SGA are  important, a few merit particular  consideration right at the outset.First, make sure you understand   the application submission process,  and, in particular, the closing  date and time of the SGA. You  want to be sure that you have  sufficient time to develop a  quality application prior to the  closing date. Developing a grant  application can be a  labor-intensive and  time-consuming process,  particularly for smaller  organizations that have to  balance day-to-day service  delivery with grant-writing and  that may not have dedicated  grant-writing staff. Second, review the areas of the SGA  that discuss the context for the  funding effort and the types of  projects to be funded. Assess  whether your organization is  positioned to implement the  types of projects described in the  SGA. Particular areas to  consider here include whether  you are able to engage the  targeted populations discussed  in the SGA, and whether the  project activities required by the  SGA are those that your  organization has the experience  and capacity to deliver, among  others. Third, the SGA will clearly  state which types of  organizations are eligible to  apply for grant funding. Be sure  to confirm that you meet the  criteria for eligible applicants.  Investing time at the beginning  your process to consider these  questions will help you determine  whether responding to a  particular SGA is worth your time  and effort.



Understand the FOA: Other Key  
Components for Your Review

 Anticipated grant award amount range and limits, and  
grant performance period;

 Allowable grant activities and eligible grant participants;
 Partnership requirements;
 Cost-sharing/matching requirements;
 Other administrative requirements and restrictions;
 Application evaluation criteria;
 Information about ETA’s application review, selection,  

and grant award processes; and
 ETA point of contact for the FOA.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:43--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:34--------------------------------------------Understand the SGA: Other Key  Components for Your ReviewThis slide shows other key components  that you might typically see in an  ETA SGA. Review these early  on in your process to confirm that  your organization can meet all  stated requirements. We will go  over these components in  greater detail later in the guide,  when we discuss the  development of your grant  application.



Understand the FOA: Informational  
Opportunities for Applicants

 Often, ETA will host Webinars or
other events about new FOAs for
prospective applicants.

• These will be discussed in the FOA.
 These events offer you the  

opportunity to learn more about  
the specifics of a particular grant  
competition.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:43--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:35--------------------------------------------Understand the SGA: Informational  Opportunities for ApplicantsIn addition to reviewing the SGA,   you should also take advantage of  any information-sharing events  ETA may offer about the grant  competition. Attending these  events is a crucial part of your  grant application development  process, as they will cover the  unique components and  requirements of particular grant  competitions. Events may take  the form of Webinars or other  virtual sessions, and will be  noted clearly in the SGA. During  “live” events, you will have the  opportunity to ask ETA staff  questions, and events are  typically archived online for later  viewing. By participating, you  may gain additional insight into  the funding opportunity, which  may help inform the  development of your application  and potentially enable you to be  more responsive. If you have  remaining questions after  reading the SGA and  participating in the Webinar, you  may contact the ETA Grants  Management Specialist noted in  the SGA. The SGA will typically  provide an email address and/or  a phone number for this  individual. Next, let’s go over  ETA’s process for evaluating  the grant applications it  receives.



Understand ETA’s Evaluation of Grant  
Applications: Overview
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 Each application is evaluated by a technical review  
panel of Federal staff and other workforce  
development experts.

 Reviewers evaluate and score applications based  
solely upon the evaluation criteria in the FOA.

 Ranked application scores serve as the primary basis  
for ETA’s selection of applications for funding.
• The SGA will note other evaluation considerations, which may  

include geographical and organizational diversity.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:43--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:36--------------------------------------------Understand ETA’s Evaluation of   Grant Applications: OverviewBefore you begin to develop your  application, you should understand how  ETA evaluates grant  applications. This may help you  craft an application that is more  responsive to application  evaluation criteria.Each application is reviewed and   scored by a panel consisting of ETA  staff and other workforce  development experts. Panels  typically review large numbers of  applications over a short period  of time – as many as 15  applications over the course of  seven business days.Reviewers score applications based  solely upon the evaluation  criteria in the SGA. To increase  the chances that your application  will be reviewed and considered  for funding, be sure to respond  as comprehensively as possible  to all evaluation criteria.  Applications that do not respond  to all of the SGA evaluation  criteria may be considered  “non-responsive” and may not be  reviewed or considered for  funding. After the panels  conclude their reviews, ranked  application scores serve as the  primary basis for ETA’s funding  decisions. Now, let’s look at a  set of sample SGA evaluation  criteria and their associated  points values.



Understand ETA’s Evaluation of Grant  
Applications: Sample Criteria

 Statement of Need: 15 points
 Project Management and Organizational  

Capacity: 15 points
 Strategy and Project Work Plan: 50 points
 Outcomes and Deliverables: 15 points
 Suitability for Evaluation: 5 points
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:44--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:37--------------------------------------------Understand ETA’s Evaluation of  Grant Applications: Sample CriteriaThese sample evaluation criteria and  their associated weights come  from a published ETA SGA.  Note that it is typical in an SGA  for there to be several  “sub-criteria” under each main  evaluation criterion. So, as you  develop your application, be sure  to address all of the required  components under each  evaluation criterion. Applications  that don’t meet all evaluation  criteria requirements may be  considered non-responsive.



Outline and Plan for Application  
Development: Introduction
 Start early to give yourself and your project partners  

ample time!
• FOA deadlines are not negotiable, and late applications are  

not reviewed.
 Create an outline of your application based upon the  

evaluation criteria framework.
• Make it easy for reviewers to find your responses to each  

criterion.
 Create a concrete project plan for the entire  

application development process.
• Define tasks, roles, timelines, and a checklist for completion.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:44--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:38--------------------------------------------Outline and Plan for Application  Development: IntroductionNow that we’ve talked about the  SGA, and about how ETA evaluates  grant applications, let’s talk  about the process for outlining  your application and creating the  plan for its development.Perhaps the best piece of advice   here is “start early”! ETA won’t  review applications that are  submitted late, so engage your  project partners at the outset and  give yourself plenty of time to  develop a quality application.  Note that if you plan to submit  your application electronically  through Grants.gov, you should  register on the site early and  submit your application at least  three days before the SGA  closing date. Applications that  appear hastily put-together run  the risk of being scored lower  during review. Your application  outline should be structured  according to the evaluation  criteria framework in the SGA.  This enables reviewers to focus  on the content of your  application, rather than having to  spend time looking for required  information. And, as with any  large project undertaking, you  should develop and use a  project plan to guide you  throughout the application  development process. This plan  should detail tasks and roles for  you and your partners;  application development  timelines and deadlines; and a  checklist for ensuring completion  of all required application  elements. Err on the side of  planning for every task and detail  – this will go a long way toward  helping you create a thorough  and responsive application  package! Please note that you  may download a sample project  plan timeline by clicking on the  paper clip icon on the navigation  bar below.



Outline and Plan for Application  
Development: Content and Format
 Cost Proposal, or budget request:

• Make sure that your budget amounts are consistent  
throughout the application.

 Technical Proposal, or a description of your proposed  
project and capabilities:
• Follow the outline of the evaluation criteria.

 Attachments to the Technical Proposal, such as a  
letter(s) of commitment from project partners, a  
project Abstract, etc.
• Only include letters of commitment as required by the FOA.
• Make sure that your project Abstract is complete and gives

reviewers a great first impression.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:45--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:38--------------------------------------------Outline and Plan for Application  Development: Content and FormatThe required application structure  presented here is common in  many SGAs. It includes:Your Cost Proposal, or budget  request;Your Technical Proposal, structured  according to the SGA evaluation  criteria framework, which  describes your proposed project  and your capacity; and  Attachments to your Technical  Proposal, which may include  things like a commitment letter  from partners and a project  Abstract, depending upon the  SGA. As you plan out the  components of your application,  there are several important  things to keep in mind:Adhere to the format requirements  and page limitations stated in the  SGA throughout ALL  components of your application.  Applications that don’t meet  requirements for formatting, such  as font and margin requirements,  may be deemed non-responsive  and not considered for funding.  Application pages beyond stated  page limits may not be read by  reviewers. Budget  inconsistencies are troubling for  application evaluators. Make  sure that requested budget  amounts throughout your entire  proposal are consistent. If the  SGA calls for a letter of  commitment from partners, keep  in mind that one letter, signed  by all project partners, is  generally viewed as stronger  than separate “form” letters from  multiple partners. Letters of  commitment should be detailed  in terms of partners’ roles,  responsibilities, and  contributions.Finally, only include letters of  commitment from required or essential  project partners, as specified in  the SGA. Reviewers will not  consider letters of support from  individuals and organizations  that are not project partners,  such as Mayors or Members of  Congress, and you should not  delay the submission of your  application in order to wait for  letters of support not required in  the SGA. Now that we’ve  covered planning for the  development of your grant  application, let’s delve into the  actual development of your  application.



Develop Your Application: Introduction
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 Be sure that your application is comprehensive,  
clear, and easy for reviewers to follow.

 Demonstrate your capacity and a clear project  
plan.
• Show the “how,” don’t merely tell the “what.”

 Avoid using jargon and acronyms.
 Don’t merely reiterate language from the FOA.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:45--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:39--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: IntroductionIt can’t be stressed enough: every  component of your grant  application should be clear,  comprehensive, easy for  reviewers to follow, and, of  course, responsive to all areas  and requirements of the SGA.  You want not only to tell  reviewers what you plan to do,  but also to show them how you  will accomplish your project  activities. Provide persuasive  evidence of the strength of your  previous experience, capacity,  and plans, and demonstrate the  value and benefits of your  proposed project. As important,  avoid the pitfall of “recycling”  language from the SGA in your  application, and steer clear of  using jargon and unfamiliar  acronyms. Keeping your  reviewers in mind as you write  may help you develop an  application that is more clear and  responsive. Let’s look now at  developing some particularly  important areas of your  application.



Develop Your Application:  
Understand the Context
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 Demonstrate familiarity with existing  
programs, models, and strategies.
• Don’t ask for funding to “reinvent the wheel.”

 To learn more about existing programs and  
competitive grants awarded in the past, visit:
• WorkforceGPS: https://www.workforcegps.org/
• ETA Grants and Contracts page: 

http://www.doleta.gov/grants/grants_awarded.  
cfm
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:45--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:40--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Understand  the ContextThe SGA will provide you with  background and context on the funding  effort, and will clearly state the  types of projects to be funded.  Be sure that your proposed  project and project activities are  aligned with the guidance given  in the SGA. Often, SGAs call for  you to leverage proven, existing  models, and to build upon them,  in order, for example, to reach  new populations or expand  implementation of a successful  approach. If the SGA does call  for the creation of new and  innovative training models, you  should be sure to use research  and data to justify the  effectiveness of any new  approaches you propose. In any  case, know that you should not  ask for grant funding to  supplement your organization’s  day-to-day operational costs, or  to make up for budget cuts from  other funding sources. There are  several good sources of  information about existing  workforce development  programs and strategies. One is  Workforce3One, ETA’s  knowledge-sharing Web space,  which catalogues hundreds of  existing workforce solutions.  You should also visit ETA’s  Grants and Contracts Web page  to learn more about the  competitive grant projects that  ETA has funded in the past.  Doing so may help you better  understand ETA’s potential  areas of funding interest. Finally,  it may be helpful to connect with  your peers and with relevant  associations to learn more about  related existing projects they  may be pursuing or may be  aware of.

https://www.workforcegps.org/
http://www.doleta.gov/grants/grants_awarded.cfm


Develop Your Application:  
Use Data to Establish Need
 Document your need for  

Federal funding with
authoritative data, not anecdotes.
• Bureau of Labor Statistics: http://www.bls.gov/
• Census Bureau: https://www.census.gov/
• ETA Catalogue of Workforce Information Sources: 

http://www.doleta.gov/Programs/pdf/environmental
-scan-report-final.pdf

• State and local workforce system partners: 
http://www.servicelocator.org/contactspartners.asp
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:46--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:41--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Use Data  to Establish NeedYour application will include a  statement of need, in which you are  expected to describe and  document your clear and specific  need for grant funding. In your  discussion of need, you must  use data from authoritative  sources that explains the  workforce and economic  challenges and barriers that your  project seeks to address.  Reviewers will be looking for you  to “make the case” that your  community is deserving of  Federal investment. Potential  data sources include the Bureau  of Labor Statistics and the  Census Bureau’s American  FactFinder site. ETA’s  Catalogue of Workforce  Information Sources is also a  helpful place to look for potential  data sources. State and local  workforce system partners, such  as state labor market information  offices, state and local Workforce  Investment Boards, and One  Stop Career Centers, may also  be able to assist you in locating  relevant data for your  application. Connecting with  workforce system partners early  on may also help you find ways  to link your proposed project to  their existing programs and  efforts. Finally, other data you  might want to use include  industry data; data from trade  associations; regional economic  data; and transactional data,  such as job vacancy data.

http://www.bls.gov/
http://www.census.gov/
http://www.doleta.gov/Programs/pdf/environmental-scan-report-final.pdf
http://www.doleta.gov/Programs/pdf/environmental-scan-report-final.pdf
http://www.servicelocator.org/contactspartners.asp


Develop Your Application:
Align Your Project with the FOA
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 Your project plan and strategies should  
directly address the challenges outlined in  
your application’s statement of need.

 Your proposed project and project activities  
should reflect the funding opportunity  
description and allowable activities  
discussed in the FOA.

 Don’t propose activities not called for in the  
FOA.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:46--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:42--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Align  Your Project with the SGAOnce you have clearly documented  your need for grant funding with  authoritative data, it is as  important that you demonstrate  how your project plan and  strategies will address identified  challenges and barriers. As an  example, if your statement of  need includes data documenting  challenges related to elevated  high school drop-out rates and  youth disengagement, your  application should clearly  describe your planned youth  outreach and engagement  strategies; plans for  re-connecting high school  drop-outs to education  opportunities; and strategies for  getting disengaged youth  connected to career  development pathways. As you  craft your application, don’t  forget the importance of aligning  your proposed activities with the  parameters described in the  SGA, such as required and  allowable activities and eligible  grant program participants. A  common pitfall here is proposing  activities or target populations  that are not called for in the  SGA. Your proposed project  may be compelling, but if it  doesn’t meet the specific  requirements described in the  SGA, your application may be  considered non-responsive.  Next, we’ll talk about tips for  demonstrating your project  management experience and  organizational capacity.



Develop Your Application:  
Demonstrate Experience and Capacity
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 Demonstrate your project management expertise
and organizational capacity to manage a Federal
grant.
• Previous Federal grant management experience  

should be discussed but is not required for ETA  
grants.

 Discuss your previous relevant grant  
management success and results.
• Show how you will bring previous management  

experience to scale in support of this Federal  
investment.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:46--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:43--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Demonstrate  Experience and CapacityIn this section of your application,  you want to provide reviewers  with evidence of your ability to  successfully manage a Federal  grant and implement a  high-performing grant program.  If you haven’t managed a  Federal grant in the past, don’t  be discouraged. Previous  Federal grant management  experience is not required, but  you must write persuasively  about your ability to leverage  other grant experience and  expertise you may have and  bring it to scale for a  Federally-funded effort. Be sure  to describe outcomes and results  from other grant programs you  have implemented, and if any of  your project partners have  Federal grant management  experience, be sure to describe  how you will leverage that  experience to ensure a  successful project. Now, we’ll  turn to the importance of  demonstrated partnerships in  your grant application.



Develop Your Application:  
Provide Evidence of Partnerships
 Provide evidence of robust strategic partnerships that  

can support your project.
• Don’t merely “list” potential partners.
• Don’t provide generic “form” letters of commitment.

 Describe in detail:
• Relationships among partners;
• Each partner’s role;
• Partners’ specific resource commitments; and
• How each partner’s strengths and resources will be  

leveraged and coordinated for the grant effort.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:47--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:44--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Provide  Evidence of PartnershipsGenerally, strong strategic partnerships  are a requirement of most SGAs.  One of the most common  weaknesses in unsuccessful  grant applications is a failure  throughout the application to  provide meaningful and detailed  evidence of partnerships and  discuss how those partnerships  will support the proposed project.  You should discuss the  relationships among your  partners; each partner’s role; the  specific resource commitments  that partners will bring to the  project; and how you will  coordinate your partnerships for  the project. Avoid the pitfall of  merely listing a long string of  organizations you hope to  engage, and don’t include  generic letters of commitment  from organizations with whom  you are not meaningfully  connected. Keep in mind, as  well, that partnerships shouldn’t  be initiated just for the sake of a  grant application. You should be  cultivating these partnerships as  a regular part of doing business.  That way, when Federal grant  competitions require  partnerships, they will already be  in place and you will be able to  get partners’ commitments for  projects easily.



Develop Your Application:  
Discuss Leveraged Resources
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 Describe how you and your partners will  
contribute non-Federal resources to the project:
• Source, nature, and amount of resources;
• How resources will be used; and
• How they will add value to the project.

 Leveraged resources may demonstrate:
• Your interest in magnifying the impact of the Federal  

investment; and
• Your capacity to sustain the project after the Federal  

investment ends.
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:47--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:45--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Discuss  Leveraged ResourcesAn SGA may ask you to describe   how you and your partners will  support your proposed project by  using your own resources to  support project activities.  Leveraging resources for your  project may help you show  reviewers that you want to  expand the impact of ETA’s  funding and position yourself to  keep the project going even after  grant funding ends. In any  discussion of leveraged  resources, be specific. Quantify  leveraged resource  commitments, and talk about  where they will come from and  how they will be used to benefit  your project. If the SGA requires  you to provide a letter or letters  of commitment from partners, be  sure that those letters describe  and quantify the resources your  partners will bring to the project.  Next, we’ll cover the importance  of connecting your proposed  project to existing ETA-funded  programs and services.



Develop Your Application:  
Connect with Other Efforts
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 Demonstrate how you will connect your project to  
other ETA-funded programs in your state or region.

 Discuss how you will work with state and/or local  
workforce system partners.
• National Association of State Workforce Agencies: 

https://www.naswa.org/
• National Association of Workforce Boards: 

http://www.nawb.org/
• Find Workforce Investment Boards and One Stop  

Career Centers: 
http://www.servicelocator.org/contactspartners.asp
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:47--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:45--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Connect  with Other EffortsAn SGA may ask you to demonstrate  in your application how you will  connect your project activities to  other ETA-funded workforce  development programs and  projects. If so, you will want to  provide evidence of your  relationships and activities with  workforce system partners, such  as state or local Workforce  Investment Boards and local  One Stop Career Centers. If you  don’t already have relationships  with these partners, now is the  time to begin cultivating them.  The Web links on this slide will  help you find and reach out to  workforce system leaders and  service providers at the state,  regional, and local levels.

https://www.naswa.org/
http://www.nawb.org/
http://www.servicelocator.org/contactspartners.asp


 Proposed outcomes should  
be appropriately challenging,  
reasonable, and attainable.

 Outcomes should align with
your statement of need, your project plan, and your  
budget.

 Provide targets for all performance measures noted in  
the FOA.

 Specific strategies, budget, outcomes and deliverables  
proposed in your application will be incorporated into  
your formal grant agreement if you are funded.

Develop Your Application:
Discuss Outcomes and Deliverables
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:48--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:46--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Discuss  Outcomes and DeliverablesWhen you discuss your proposed  project outcomes and  deliverables in your application,  you want to demonstrate a  positive return on ETA’s  investment. Don’t “over-promise”  or “under-promise” in your  discussions of project outcomes  and deliverables. Your  proposed outcomes should be  appropriately ambitious, but  must also be specific, attainable,  and measureable.Keep in mind that application  reviewers are able to assess the  quality of your proposed  outcomes and deliverables in  relation to your need statement,  project plan, and requested  funding level. Use your previous  project experience, as well as  information from your research  on other workforce development  projects, to propose reasonable  and attainable outcomes and  deliverables. If, for example, you  operate in a rural area with low  population density, your  participant outreach and  engagement goals would likely  and appropriately be lower than  those of an organization  operating a project in a large  metropolitan area. Clearly align  your proposed outcomes and  deliverables to the documented  needs of your community. As  important, be sure to specifically  address all performance  measures mentioned in the  SGA. Applications that do not  include targets for mandatory  measures—or that include  targets for measures not  mentioned in the SGA—may  receive lower scores. Finally, as  you develop your application, be  aware that the strategies,  budget, outcomes, and  deliverables you propose will be  incorporated into your formal  grant agreement with ETA, if  your application is funded.



Develop Your Application:  
Offer a Reasonable Budget

 Your funding request should be
reasonable relative to your statement of need,  
level of effort, project activities, and outcomes.
• Don’t request more than you can manage.
• Don’t request “contingency funding.”

 Budget form and budget narrative:
• Make sure amounts are consistent throughout.
• Justify all budget line items in your budget  

narrative.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:48--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:48--------------------------------------------Develop Your Application: Offer a  Reasonable BudgetBe sure that your requested level   of grant funding is reasonable in  relation to your needs and your  proposed project activities. Don’t  request more resources than  are required or more than your  organization has the capacity to  manage. Make sure that any  funding you request has a  specific purpose; your budget  should not include any  unexplained “contingency  funding.” The amounts noted in  your budget and budget narrative   should be the same. In your  budget narrative, clearly discuss  and justify budget line item  amounts. Your narrative should  discuss how each requested  budget line item will be used to  benefit your project. Please note  that you may download the  standard budget form by clicking  on the paper clip icon in the  navigation bar below.



Finalize and Submit Your Application
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 Do a final review of your application, project plan,  
and checklist.

 Submit your application on time and through the  
acceptable method(s) noted in the FOA.

 ETA will contact applicants selected for funding  
directly.
• Awarded grants are announced on ETA’s Web site at 

http://www.doleta.gov/.
 If you are unsuccessful, request the review  

panel’s feedback from ETA’s Grants Office.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:49--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:49--------------------------------------------Finalize and Submit Your ApplicationBefore submitting your application,  complete a comprehensive final  review of your entire application,  your project plan, and your  application checklist. Confirm  that you have met all of the SGA  requirements, including  formatting requirements such as  margins, fonts, line spacing, and  page limits.Be sure to submit your application  on time and through acceptable  submission methods.  Applications that are submitted  via any method not described in  the SGA are not considered for  funding. If you plan to submit  your application to ETA  electronically through  Grants.gov, submit it early – at  least three days before the SGA  closing date, as processing  through the site can take some  time. If you submit an  application through Grants.gov  on the SGA closing date, it might  not reach ETA on time.If your application is not selected   for funding, it is always a good idea  to find out why, as this may help  you develop a more competitive  application in the future. The  letter you receive from ETA  notifying you that you were not  selected for funding will provide  you with instructions on  requesting the technical review  panel’s feedback on your  application’s weaknesses.  Consider this feedback, as well  as your own reflections on the  strengths and weaknesses of  your application development  process, and put those lessons  to use in your future grant  application efforts. Don’t be  discouraged – persistence in  applying under later SGAs may  pay off!

http://www.doleta.gov/


 Confirm that you are eligible to apply.
 Start developing your application early.
 Register early on Grants.gov.
 Meet all FOA requirements forapplication  

content, structure, and format.
 Provide data to document need.
 Document your relevant experience  

and organizational capacity.
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Summary: Key Tips for Applicants
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:49--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:50--------------------------------------------Summary:  Key Tips for ApplicantsNow that we’ve covered the critical  elements of preparing your grant  application, let’s spend a few  moments reviewing some  highlights from this guide. On  this slide and on the one that  follows, we offer you key pieces  of advice on developing your  application. These tips are  based on the most common  gaps or weaknesses seen in  unsuccessful applications for  ETA grant funding. Keep these  tips in mind as you develop your  application to help you avoid  common pitfalls: First, make sure  that your organization is among  those eligible to apply for grant  funding. Start the process of  outlining and developing your  grant application early.If you plan to submit your application  through Grants.gov, be aware  that the registration process can  take some time, so register early.  As you develop your application,  be sure to meet all SGA  requirements related to  application content, structure,  and format. Use data from  authoritative sources to  demonstrate your need for grant  funding.Provide evidence of your organization’s  previous project management  experience and capacity.



Summary: Key Tips for Applicants,
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continued

 Don’t propose unallowable activities or  
ineligible participants.

 Provide evidence of required partners and  
partnerships.

 Propose reasonable outcomes.
 Make a reasonable budget request.
 Don’t exceed page limitations.
 Submit your application on time, through  

accepted channels.
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:49--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:51--------------------------------------------Make sure that your proposed project  activities and grant program  participants are in line with SGA  requirements. Clearly describe  your partnerships, and the roles  and commitments of your  partners in project activities.  Make sure your outcomes are  appropriately challenging, but  reasonable and attainable. Align  your budget request to your  proposed project activities and  level of effort.Don’t exceed page limits in any  section of your application.Finally, submit your application  before the SGA closing date and  time, through the method noted  in the SGA. If you are submitting  your application through  Grants.gov, submit it at least  three days before the SGA  closing date.



Thank You, and Good Luck!
ETA Grants and Contracts Page:  

http://www.doleta.gov/grants/
ETA Grant Application Toolkit Page:  

https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resour 
ces/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-

Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants
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Presenter2021-02-12 15:47:50--------------------------------------------Presenter2010-03-03 14:16:54--------------------------------------------Thank you for viewing this guide.  We hope it will assist you in  preparing grant applications, and  we wish you the best of luck in  future competitions for grant  funding!

http://www.doleta.gov/grants/
https://grantsapplicationandmanagement.workforcegps.org/resources/2017/Applying_for_ETA_Competitive_Grants-_A_Web-Based_Toolkit-for_Prospective_Applicants
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